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Mission Statement- Hopewell Hi-Lites is a student 
created, student-run newspaper designed to give a voice 
to the Hopewell High School student body. The goal is 
to provide printed informative and entertaining material 
that add to the identity and pride of the school it serves. 
Hopewell Hi-Lites’ staff pledges to report the truth and 
only the truth, while staying true to all ethical policies 
and values. Hi-Lites / Page 2



 Ever since he was young, Mr. Allison knew 
he wanted to teach. His early jobs as a camp coun-
selor and lifeguard reflected that desire. With this 
in mind, he narrowed down to two career op-
tions, a priest or a job in the education field. He 
chose education and taught eighth grade science 
at Southside for ten years. On March 1, 1998, he 
began his career at Hopewell, then in 2000 he be-
came an assistant principal.
 What does being a principal involve? For 
most, what comes to mind is the repetitive, paper 
-pushing job of filling out forms and making hard 
decisions, but, for Mr. Allison of Hopewell High 
School, that’s only the tip of the iceberg. 
 Paperwork is an unavoidable aspect of be-
ing a principal, but connecting with students and 
feeling the pulse of the school is also important. 
Mr. Allison can always be seen walking around 
and talking to students; he loves being involved 
with the student body.
 However, he was still inspired to do more. 
Serving on the Board of Directors of the NASSP 
since 2010, he launched his campaign to become 
president-elect. The NASSP, or the National Asso-
ciation of Secondary School Principals, has three 
main goals. With 25,000 members, these goals 
are connecting and engaging principals through 
advocacy, researching and developing programs 
for principals, and providing student programs. 
Did you know that the NHS is provided for by 
the NASSP?
 Mr. Allison campaigned hard and effec-
tively for over a year. He added the personalized 
touch of sending handwritten cards to the state 
coordinators. After a year of very hard work, he 
was surprised and excited when they announced 
he would be the next president-elect in 2014. 
During the 2014-2015 school 
year, he will remain principal of 
Hopewell. Once his president-
elect year is over, on July 1, 2015, 
he will become president of the 
NASSP for a year. Mr. Allison 
will travel to several states, the 
White House, and even other 

countries.
 In this time of travel he will meet with as 
many state and educational leaders as he can to 
share his positive work. One of the many excit-
ing things Mr. Allison looks forward to is meet-
ing the Secretary of Education. During his travel-
ing time, Mr. Allison anticipates that Mr. Rowe 
will step into the role as principal although the 
school board has not made any official announce-
ments. Mr. Allison hopes to return and work for 
Hopewell after his presidency with the NASSP is  
over

Principal, Diplomat, Priest?

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
OF SECONDARY SCHOOL
P R I N C I P A L S promoting execellence in school leadership

BY: BRANDON EATON
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BY: GILLIAN BELICH
Notes of Hope

her. Hope had a theory as to why everyone had such a nega-

tive reaction, she said “They do not want to seem uncool; 

everyone wanted to act cool for their friends and see it as 

stupid.” One student anonymously stated “I thought that it 

was kind of strange and pointless, because if someone was 

thinking about committing suicide, it wouldn’t stop them. 

It was not personal.”   “Kids threw papers all over the hall, 

which made the school trashy looking, It upset a lot of peo-

ple because it caused people to make fun of people more,” 

said a senior. 

  Hope did not receive only negative response though. 

Many girls tweeted “Thanks for the notes Hope, really bright-

ened my day!” or “Wow, the notes were so cute, thanks girl!” 

Hope found the quotes from Pinterest and other websites. 

She also thought of a few on her own and from her assis-

tants on this project. A few students said that it made their 

day. “I thought that it was the best idea ever, I think that 

more people should have appreciated it, and they did not” 

sophomore Chey Sievers answered. Hope’s hard work really 

brought some positive attention and feedback.  When asked 

his opinion, Junior Justin Marchionda said “I thought it was 

a nice thing for somebody to do, and go out of their way to 

take the time to put stuff on people’s lockers.” 

 Whether it was a positive or negative reaction, Hope 

accomplished exactly what she was aiming for. She wanted 

to put a smile on at least one person’s face. There is always 

a way to change someone’s attitude for the day, even if it 

was from a sticky note. Hope plans to continue to spread 

“Notes of Hope” throughout the school. After all, we are 

called Hopewell.  
 

 At the sound of her alarm, stomach full of nerves, 

Hope woke up an hour earlier than usual for 

school. She was about to change the attitude of her peers. “I 

see how people do not see any good in the world, and after 

Franklin Regional, I wanted to lift people’s spirits.” This was 

not the first time that Hope considered the idea. “I thought 

of the idea a few years ago, but did not consider it until after 

Franklin Regional.” 

 Creating and actually putting this plan into action 

was not a quick task for Hope, although she did have assis-

tance. “It took four hours to write out the notes.” Said Hope. 

“I got to school at 6:30, and it took a half hour with help to 

put them up.” Her assistants were Gillian and Ethan Carr. 

When asked what she wanted to accomplish through this 

project, Gillian stated. “We wanted to make everyone’s day, 

and we didn’t want what happened at Franklin Regional to 

happen here.” 

  Hope was surprised and disappointed at the reac-

tion of some of the students. By the end of the day, a major-

ity of the sticky notes were torn down from the lockers, and 

strewn throughout the hallways. Hope did not let this upset 

“...I wanted to lift 
people’s spirits.”
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BY: GILLIAN BELICH

Beware Mariah Carey, a 
new diva has emerged 

from within the borders of 
Hopewell Township, and her 
name is Alisha Zanath. Ms. 
Zanath, a headstrong senior 
whose voice bears an aston-
ishingly frank resemblance 
to Mimi’s, will be heading 
out to her new Geneva Col-
lege home in just a few short 
months. For those who have 
not had the privilege of 
knowing Alisha throughout 
her time at Hopewell High, 
there are a few pivotal facts 
that all should know. 

	 The	first	 is	 her	 undying	 love	 for	 canines.	Alisha	 is	 a	 dog	
enthusiast, and unsurprisingly her favorite pup is her own German 
Shorthaired, Abby. Next, is her favorite book, The Art of Racing in 
the Rain, by Garth Stein. Additionally, she noted that the greatest 
influence	 in	her	 life	has	been	Thomas	Jefferson,	who	easily	 is	her	
favorite Founding Father. She also noted, “I am a master of Lego 
Harry Potter, and a big Eagles fan.”
	 Often,	 Alisha	 enjoys	 biding	 her	 time	 fishing,	 playing	
tennis, reading, playing with Abby, stirring up trouble with “the 
broads,” and tetherball. Currently she does not have a precise por-
trait of her visibly successful future created quite yet, but Alisha 
does know that “it will involve helping and guiding others. I love to 
help people and make them laugh.” 
 Throughout her time at Hopewell, Alisha has generated 
countless wonderful memories, but one stands out among the 
rest. This year, Alisha was granted the role of Madame de la Grand 
Bouche in Hopewell’s musical production, Beauty and the Beast, 
and she has categorized the experience, along with the bonding 
time she spent with her cast mates, as the fondest memory from 
her high school years. 
 Alisha has consistently served as a beacon of happiness 
and enthusiasm that leads those around her to envy her exuber-
ance. Although the masses have taken notice of her positive out-
look on life, she herself is not always aware of the fact that happi-
ness radiates out of her being like rays of sunlight. To the many that 
yearn to know her secret, she relays this simple message: “The joy 
that	I	have	comes	from	my	faith.	Jesus	just	makes	me	happy.”		

BY: LAUREN ZAWATSKI

BY: KRISTEN SPEZIALETTI

The Joyous, The Diva, The Zany:  
Alisha Zanath

You Know Hewitt Is

 According to Senior 
Donald Sanders 

he is, “a	 flag	 waving	 patriotic	
nephew of my uncle Sam.” Don-
ald is a senior who is involved in 
the musical and played Monsieur 
D’Arque in this year’s ‘Beauty 
and the Beast’ play. Donald said 
he “plans to go to Slippery Rock, 
do ROTC, direct commission into 
the army upon graduation, and 
take it from there.”
 “I’m going to be hon-
est, I’ve pretty much spent my 
life chasing after girls. Usually, 
though not always, unsuccess-
fully.” People who have met 
Donald know his sense of humor, 
“when your parents are as unfunny as mine, you have to be funny for 
the whole family.” 
 If given the choice between a squid of octopus, “I’d want to be 
an octopus. I’d keep eating until I became the Kraken.” As for living in a 
sub-par apartment or an awesome car, “I’d live in a 1975 Chrysler New 
Yorker with no passenger door.”
 When asked about his involvement with people from other 
schools, Donald stated “there are other schools?” As for his personal 
life, he says his favorite show is Trailer Park Boys, and he reads science 
fiction	books.	
 In response to more morbid questions, Donald said he would 
want	to	bring	gladiator	fights	back	and	use	death	row	inmates	and	child	
molesters. He also said that if he had to be an infection to wipe out the 
human	race,	he	would	“definitely	choose	the	zombie	virus.”	If	Donald	
had to lead an impoverished nation, he said it would be “Haiti. I’d then 
rename it to ‘Super happy fun land where no one is starving.” 
 Aside from the joking, Donald had some real rock solid advice 
to any other high school attendees, “Stop caring what your classmates 
think of you. It really doesn’t matter. Do what you need for yourself.”

The Colonel of Comedy: 
Donald SandersBY: JUSTIN KRAUS

Lacing up his Scandina-
vian boots and parading 

around a Viking banner, 
Senior Brandon Hewitt 
started	 off	 the	 2013-2014	
school year the right way.  
Aside from playing the 
Viking role, Brandon also 
was a member of the track 
and	field	team	and	student	
council.
 Brandon, an Inde-
pendence Township resi-
dent, is the second oldest 
child in a family of 5 chil-
dren, growing up as an 

aspiring astronaut.  He is currently employed at Barney’s Bar 

and Grill, and sleeping is one of his favorite hobbies.  In the fall, 
he will be attending Indiana University of Pennsylvania with a 
major in Criminology.  He hopes to one day be involved with 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation.  But, if he could, he would 
be a Wall Street stock broker. “I think it would be pretty cool to 
have a pet narwhal,” Brandon said when asked about having a 
domesticated pet.      
 While being a dedicated student and worker, Brandon 
also has a daredevil side.  Before he dies, he hopes to skydive, 
be	possessed	by	a	ghost,	and	get	into	a	fight	with	Manny	Pac-
quiáo.  Brandon is excited and optimistic about the upcoming 
chapter in his life.  Hopewell has provided him a solid academic 
and social foundation on which he will expand his scholastic 
competence.
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NAME COLLEGE/CAREER FUTURE PLANS
Erica Aires West Virginia University Physical Therapy/Sports Medicine

Amanda Alexander Duquesne University Nursing

Jacob Allen Carpenters’ Union Master Carpenter

Bao Au Community College of Beaver County Graphic Design

Gillian Belich Point Park University Broadcast Reporting

Michelle Bell Community College of Beaver County Pharmacy

David Blashford Pittsburgh Technical Institute Electrical Engineering

Ryan Bradfield Pennsylvania State University Mechanical Engineering

Kayla Brown Community College of Beaver County Radiology Technology

Andrew Brunette Waynesburg University Communications

Anna Bruno Community College of Beaver County Nursing

Mitchel Bufalini University of Pittsburgh- Johnstown Pre-Medicine

Megan Bustinger University of North Florida Nutritional Sciences

Laura Butts Elmira College International Relations

Ryan Calderone Thiel College Undeclared

Anthony Candiello University of Michigan Undeclared

Zoe Carr Slippery Rock University Public Health

Sydney Cersosimo Community College of Beaver County Nursing

Joshua Charles Steamfitters Welding

Thomasina Chirgott Robert Morris University Nursing

Nicole Ciccarelli Kent State University Broadcast Journalism

Brad Colangelo Youngstown State University Computer Science 

Cassandra Colangelo Robert Morris University Nursing

Carli Cox Point Park University Accounting

Caylin Crisci Community College of Beaver County K-3 Education

Terasa Crabtree West Virginia University Animal and Nutritional Sciences

Carlie Critchlow Pennsylvania State University Architecture

Casey Curry Pittsburgh Technical Institute Accounting

Elizabeth David Point Park University Film/Media Production

Madeline Davidson Duquesne University Pharmacy

Kyle Davis Slippery Rock University Athletic Training 

DeVaughn Deblak --------------- Musician

Anthony DeNardis University of Pittsburgh-Johnstown Computer Engineering

Cassandra DeRose Community College of Beaver County Undeclared

Natalie DeSantis Indiana University of Pennsylvania Business/Marketing

Jessica DiCiccio Slippery Rock University Exercise Science
Nate DiPietro Kent State University Undeclared
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Sean Donnelly Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Mechanical Engineering

Maddy Dutcher Slippery Rock University Special Education

Brandon Eaton Community College of Beaver County Criminal Justice

Brandon Friztius Undecided Physical Therapy

Brian Gallagher Pittsburgh Technical Institute Computer Programming

Gabrielle Georgetson Saint Francis University Environmental Engineering

Seth Good Ohio Technical College Diesel Technician

Terry Grace Pittsburgh Technical Institute Nursing

Jordan Green Community College of Beaver County Communications

Nicholas Guzma Thiel College Engineering

Francesca Hall Community College of Beaver County Biology

Kaitlyn Hallum Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Criminal Justice

Derik Hansen Community College of Beaver County Nursing

Jake Hazelbach Clarion University Chemistry

Robert Heinl Sipple Steel Welding

Hayden Hennen Ohio Technical College Diesel Technician

Mackenzie Heranic Community College of Beaver County Business

Brandon Hewitt Indiana University of Pennsylvania Criminology

Kyra Honeywill Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Kinesiology

Nia Holyfield Community College of Beaver County Nursing

Kayla Karcz Community College of Beaver County Early Childhood Development

Jake Kennedy Gannon University Pre-Medicine

Kaitlyn Kennedy Lebanon Valley College Actuarial Science

Jake Klein Undecided Undeclared

Dillon Kmetz Community College of Beaver County Undeclared

Julianna Kon Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Undecided

Lia Kopar Elizabethtown College International Relations

Kristen Kowalski Community College of Beaver County Nursing

Justin Kraus Slippery Rock University Communications

Lauren Krawchyk Pennsylvania State University Nursing

Alexxis Langton Duquesne University Physician Assistant 

Kirsten Lease UPMC Nursing Program Neonatal Unit Nursing 

Stephanie Lias Clarion University Psychology 

Jonathan Liberatore University of Pittsburgh Nuclear Engineering

Abby Lloyd Slippery Rock University Psychology

Devin MacLaren United States Navy Chaplin

Mark Madron Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Petroleum Engineering
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PJ Mastramico United State Air Force Mechanic

Luke Mawhinney Pennsylvania State University Beaver Accounting 
Maura McCaffrey West Virginia University Chemical Engineering

Cody McKay Slippery Rock University Engineering
Collin McKay Kent State University Finance 
Austin Mike Clarion University Finance 
Jacob Miller Slippery Rock University Exercise Science

Brianna Minnick Community College of Beaver County Education
William Moonert West Virginia University Intel and National Security
Dakotah Moore Community College of Beaver County Nursing
Dylan Mospan Pittsburgh Technical Institute Oil and Gas 

Liana Muia Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Business Administration/Marketing
Hunter Nagy Slippery Rock University Physics 
James Oslick Rosedale Technical Institute Electrical

Trevor Palocsik Kent State University Architecture
Dylan Parker Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Petroleum Engineering
Caleb Parrish --------------- Coast Guard
Jessi Pershin Indiana University of Pennsylvania Forensic Psychology
Aaron Pfeifer Pennsylvania State University Chemical Engineering
Joseph Piroli Ohio Technical College Diesel Technician 

Brett Pompeani Robert Morris University Finance
Anastazia Preininger Slippery Rock University Community Programs (CPAD)

Nicholas Pretnik California University of Pennsylvania Education
Austin Psomas Community College of Beaver County Human Resources

Kayla Puskarich Community College of Beaver County Nursing
Noah Repman Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Undeclared
Brandon Riffle Community College-Allegheny County Welding

Stephanie Riley Community College of Beaver County Education
Desirae Ritmiller Slippery Rock University Undeclared
Shaniya Rivers Point Park University Undeclared

Zachary Rodman Robert Morris University Mechanical Engineering
Victoria Rohm Undecided Education
Nicole Romah University of Pittsburgh Business Administration

Kenneth Roupe Pennsylvania State University-Beaver German
Lacey Rovnak Gannon University Nursing

Gabrielle Ruttinger St. Vincent College Psychology

Matt Madron Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Undeclared

Samantha Marckioni Saint Vincent College International Relations

Ashley Marshall Community College of Beaver County Undeclared

Riley Marshall Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Pre-Med

Shane Martin Slippery Rock University Actuarial Science
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Jordan Sabo Stetson University Pre-Medicine
Donald Sanders Slippery Rock University AROTC

Vanessa Santarelli Pittsburgh Technical Institute Nursing
Ali Marie Santia Duquesne University Undeclared

Daniel Santia CCAC Welding
Christopher Satterfield University of Maryland Civil Engineering

Shawn Savage Robert Morris University Multimedia Studies
Alec Schoedel Community College of Beaver County Professional Pilot
Emily Seretti Casewestern Reserve University Nursing/Pediatrics

Lauren Shawgo Seton Hill Physician Assistant
Kianna Skal Geneva College Undeclared

Taylor Skelton West Virginia University Occupational Therapy
Ciaron Skolnekovich Thiel College Physics

Ashlee Slavinsky Community College of Beaver County Human Resources
Jacob Smallwood Clarion University Athletic Training

Deahn Smith Community College of Beaver County Business Administration
Travis Sonson Streamfitters Union Welding
Adam Speers Geneva College Undeclared

Kristen Spezialetti La Roche College Biochemistry/Molecular Biology
Hanna Spinosi Indiana University of Pennsylvania Nursing
Gabrielle Stala Lock Haven University Early  Childhood Education

Kari Steur Clarion University Early Childhood Education
Chase Stewart Marines ---------------
Amber Tackac Slippery Rock University Physical Therapy
Kevin Telesz Carpentry Flip Houses

Matthew Tempalski --------------- Welding on Pipelines
Jared Timchak Marine Corps ---------------

Emily Tolfa Venango College of Clarion Medical Imaging Technology
Zachary Traficanti Duquesne University Accounting
Jordan Trombetta Indiana University of Pennsylvania Fashion Merchandising/ Art

Lindsay Vander Wagen Geneva College Early Childhood Education
April Vandergrift Community College of Beaver County Nursing

Abigail Veri Community College of Beaver County Neonatal Nursing 
Taylor Volby Community College of Beaver County Nursing 

Kaitlyn Watts Aveda Institute Esthiology
Kelsey Wertz Pennsylvania State University Marketing
Ashley White Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Japanese
Dustin Winkle Pennsylvania State University-Beaver Kinesiology

Benjamin Wodarek Indiana University of Pennsylvania Nutrition
Mackenzi Woolsey Ohio University Forensic Chemistry

Alisha Zanath Geneva College Undeclared
Lauren Zawatski Duquesne University Multiplatform Journalism
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Hopewell Baseball has 
always been a suc-

cessful program. Particu-
l a r l y , last year the team went 
to the WPIAL championship, 
while Dave Roppo waited for his 
time to shine underneath impeccable 
talent. “Pre- season I had high hopes 
for the team, making playoffs definitely.” 
Said Roppo. “I learned a lot from ya boy 
Ryco and was ready to step up and play.” 
Unfortunately, the Senior Captain who 
had limited playing time in his career due 
to the talent playing ahead of him would 
once again be hit with misfortune, when 

Hopewell Captain Down

Team Captains
 S he 

rallied her 
troops to 
plenty of 
v i c t o r i e s , 
before her 
reign be-
gan. Liana 
Muia, cap-
tain of the 
H o p e w e l l 
girls’ ten-
nis team, 

includes her years playing as her great-
est memory of high school. Liana also in-
cludes tennis in her greatest achievements 
when she beat Sewickley Academy, argu-
ably one of the toughest teams in the dis-
trict. Muia also beat Sewickley’s 1 singles 
player and she even placed 3rd at WPIALs. 
 However, Liana’s greatest tennis hon-
or was when she was elected captain. “I 
learned a lot about leadership and respon-

“We were 
honestly like
a family..”

sibility and didn’t take 
being named captain 
lightly. I honestly tried 

to be a good role model for the girls and al-
ways being there for them when they need-
ed.” She says she will miss the closeness that 
the team shared. “We were honestly like a 
family and the friendships I’ve made with 
all of them is something I’ll never forget.” 
 Liana’s biggest inspiration in her years 
has been the late coach, Andy Brunette. “He 
taught me so much both on and off the court, 
and I will forever be grateful for that. He will 
always be someone I look up to and strive to 
be like. He was always optimistic and was 

truly the heart of 
our team.” Liana 
plans on playing 
tennis in college 
by joining adult 
leagues. As for her 
lasting words to 

her teammates, Liana says, “Always have fun 
and try your best! I promise that tennis will 
be one of the highlights of your high school 
career, so cherish every moment.

Tennis Captain Moves On

BY: JUSTIN KRAUS

BY: RACHEL KRIGER
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“At this point, 
the focus has 
to be coming 
together. Team 
camaraderie is 
a huge part for 
any sport.”

“I try to bring a bit 
of level-headedness 
and encouragement 
to the team.” 

he sustained a “Bi-lateral stress fracture, 
meaning it is on both sides of my spine.” 
 “I couldn’t tell you how I got injured.” 
Roppo said “It first started hurting dur-
ing legion baseball last year, it hurt worse 

and worse, 
and due to 
my stupidity, 
I wouldn’t go 
see a medi-
cal man (also 
known as 
a doctor).”  

 “My observa-
tions of the 
team are com-
pletely differ-
ent now,” said 
Roppo. “I play 

the role of a coach, observing and keep-
ing the team motivated. It’s a whole dif-
ferent perspective, it makes you appreci-
ate the coaches. Know what I’m saying?” 
 Due to the inexperience of the team, 
underclassmen have had to step up to fill 
the void. One of the main players who has 
done this is sophomore shortstop Griffin 
Curry, who is replacing the injured cap-
tain. “I’ve had to teach him a lot—the plays, 
communication, unwritten rules of play-
ing shortstop that I have learned over the 
years,” said Roppo. Curry isn’t the only un-
derclassmen who has helped either “Tim-
my ‘Slabbo Jr.’ Sabo has shut guys down 
on the mound. Chase Morales has pitched 
a few innings for us. Peter Cottontail 
(Pete Kopar) and Juggs (Tony Sutey) have 
caught balls for pitchers in the bullpen.” 
 Due to the season not going as well 
as expected, focus for the team can be 
tough to maintain. “At this point, the fo-
cus has to be coming together. Team ca-
maraderie is a huge part for any sport. “Af-
ter a career halted by stars in front of him 
and an ill-timed injury, Dave Roppo is still 
thinking positive. “There is definitely not 
another program in the WPIAL that I would 
have rather played for. We have a ridicu-
lous coaching staff--basically the staff of a 
college team.”

“One is 
t h e 

loneliest num-
ber that you’ll 
ever do.” 
Some might 
just remem-
ber that as a 
simple lyric to 
a Three Dog 
Night song, 
but it is the 
current se-

nior-situation on the boys’ volleyball team. 
 Adam Speers does not see it that way 
though. Not only does Adam embrace be-
ing the only senior on the team, but he, like 
the other members of the team, embraces the 
game. “It really isn’t weird,” says Adam.   
 Adam is in his first season on Hopewell’s 
volleyball team. He may not be the speaking cap-
tain but he believes that the team responds to 
what he has to say. Adam noted that the sea-
son could be going a bit better, “but we’ve been 
working hard and it’s starting to show.” He 
also said that Hopewell’s toughest match this 
year was against Ambridge and that the team 
has very good chemistry, on and off the court. 
“The bus rides have been the best part and 
the most memorable moment would have to be 
winning our first set against Seton LaSalle.” 
 Adam uses his experience to lead by ex-
ample. “I try to bring a bit of level-headedness 
and encouragement to the team.” Adam also had 
the tough task of trying to juggle both volleyball 
and perform-
ing as the 
Beast in the 
school’s mu-
sical produc-
tion of Beauty 
and the Beast, 
which was performed in late March. “It’s been pretty 
tough, but I’ve managed to balance it out pretty well.” 
 Adam plans on attending Geneva Col-
lege in the fall but says if he plays volleyball, it 
will just be intramural. Lastly, Adam wanted to 
acknowledge his teammates saying, “My team-
mates, no matter if we win or lose, we always 
have to keep our heads held high, and learn from 
our mistakes.”

Last Man Standing
BY: RACHEL KRIGER
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CHEERLEADING
Cassandra Colangelo
Carlie Critchlow
Natalie DeSantis
Gabrielle Georgetson
Hanna Spinosi

BAND 
Ryan Bradfield
Elizabeth David
Madeline Davidson
Anthony DeNardis
Sean Donnelly
Jonathan Liberatore
Abigail Lloyd
Anastazia Preienger
Noah Repman
Christopher Satterfield
Alec Schoedel 
Kristen Spezialetti
Lindsay Vander Wagen
Kelsey Wertz
Ashley White

SOCCER
Erica Aires
Andrew Brunette
Laura Butts
Mackenzie Heranic
Kyra Honeywill
Lauren Krawchyk
Stephanie Lias
Timothy Maxin
Michael Michalko
Trevor Palocsik
Nicholas Pretnik
Shawn Savage 
Lauren Shawgo

“Don’t give up, and 
don’t let anyone tell 
you you can’t do 
somthing.”

-Elizabeth David

GOLF
Nathan DiPietro 
Sean Donnelly 
Kaitlyn Kennedy
Alexxis Langton
Shane Martin 
Collin McKay
Brett Pompeani
Lacey Rovnak
Alec Schoedel

GYMNASTICS
Jessica DiCicco
Darby Paull

“To bring the football program back to its tradi-
tion of winning, an entire group of seniors have to 
emerge as leaders on and off the field. Don’t want 
to lead when you’re a senior, start leading by ex-
ample as an underclassman.”-Jordan Sabo 

V
ik

in
g 

Pr
id

e

FOOTBALL
Mitchel Bufalini
Zachary Bumgardner
Ryan Calderone
Anthony Candiello
Brandon Fritzius

Brian Gallagher
Jacob Hazelbach
Deven Henry
Josh Kashiwsky
Jacob Klein
Spencer Levinger

Cody McKay
Michael Michalko
Austin Mike
Jacob Miller
Dylan Parker
Wade Rice

Brandon Riffle
Jordan Sabo
CJ Skolnekovich
Deahn Smith
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TENNIS
Amanda Alexander
Andrew Brunette
Sydney Cersosimo
Nicole Ciccarelli
Joseph Drewitz
Gabrielle Georgetson
Dillon Kmetz
Liana Muia
Aaron Pfeifer
Nicholas Pretnik
Alec Schoedel
Alisha Zanath
Lauren Zawatski

“Fifty percent of the game is in 
your head. Play every point like 
it’s your last, and take things one 
point at a time. Adapt, adjust, 
overcome.” - Andrew Brunette

BASKETBALL
Brandon Hewitt
Matthew Madron
Cody McKay
Jacob Miller
Hunter Nagy

CROSS 
COUNTRY 
Kyle Davis 
Anthony DeNardis
Nicholas Guzma
Jacob Kennedy
Abigail Lloyd
Brianna Minnick
Aaron Pfeifer
Lindsay Vander Wagen
Dustin Winkle

BOWLING
Andrew Brunette
Nicole Ciccarelli
Cassandra DeRose
Nathan DiPietro
Sean Donnelly
Joseph Drewitz
Dillion Kmetz
Justin Kraus
Kirsten Lease
Shane Martin
Aaron Pfeifer 
David Roppo
Chase Stewart
Kristen Spezialetti
Jordan Trombetta
Mackenzi Woolsey
Lauren Zawatski

Desirae Ritmiller
Shaniya Rivers
Jordan Sabo
Ali Santia
Kari Steur

“Don’t give up even if you don’t get the 

position you want. Playing the game 

is worth way more than walking away 

because you aren’t where you want to 

be.” - Alisha Zanath
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MUSICAL 
Amanda Alexander
Laura Butts
Joey DeNardis 
Derik Hansen
Abigail Lloyd
Brianna Minnick 
Aaron Pfeifer
Christopher Satterfield
Donald Sanders
Shawn Savage
Emily Seretti 
Kianna Skal
Adam Speers
Hanna Spinosi
Lindsay Vander Wagen
Kelsey Wertz
Alisha Zanath
Lauren Zawatski 

BASEBALL 
Mitchel Bufalini
Nathan DiPietro
Jacob Hazelbach
Justin Kraus
Robert Lopez
Shane Martin

Luke Mawhinney
Cody McKay
Collin McKay
Michael Michalko
Austin Mike
David Roppo
Jordan Sabo

 “Have a short memory 
and be even tempered.” 
-Shane Martin

 “Never give up 
and train like a 
mad man because 
it might not hap-
pen when you want 
it to, but you will 
become a cham-
pion.”

--Travis Sonson

WRESTLING
Ryan Bradfield
Kyle Davis 
Brandon Fritzius
Nicholas Guzma
William Moonert
Keith Olden
Daniel Santia
Travis Sonson
Dustin Winkle

TRACK
Erica Aires
Zachary Bumgardner
Laura Butts
Ryan Calderone
Anthony Candiello
Elizabeth David
Cassandra DeRose
Brandon Eaton
Brandon Fritzius
Brian Gallagher 
Gabrielle Georgetson
Brandon Hewitt
Matthew Madron
William Moonert
Shaniya Rivers
Shawn Savage
Tim Sirko
Ashlee Slavinsky
Kari Steur
Lindsay Vander Wagen
April Vandergrift 

VOLLEYBALL
Casey Curry
Julianna Kon
Riley Marshall
Taylor Skelton
Adam Speers
Gabrielle Stala 
Jordan Trombetta
Mackenzi Woosley

SOFTBALL
Terasa Crabtree
Kaitlyn Hallum
Kyra Honeywill
Jamie Moore

SWIMMING
Elizabeth David
Jacob Kennedy
Lia Kopar
Noah Repman
Victoria Rohm
Gabrielle Ruttinger
Jacob Smallwood
Emily Tolfa
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like” character that has been the basis of 
some unanswered attacks for the past 
50 years.  He wears a mask along with 
aviators to cover his face, and builds 
up suspense as Captain Steve Rog-
ers encounters him countless times.  
The Winter Soldier also doesn’t talk 
that much, which makes him more 
mysterious, until his true identity is 
revealed in the middle of the movie 
after a rigorous battle between him 
and Rogers.  Everything about the 

Winter Soldier makes the con-
flict and plot of the story a heck 
of a lot more interesting.

 Captain America 2 will 
be the movie that you 

will want to see over 
and over again.  Joe 
Drewitz, a senior 
at Hopewell High 
School, said that 
this movie will 
“epically blow 
your mind.” It 
was so good 
that Joe told 
people he 
went to go see 
it a second time 
a week later.  If 

you are planning 
to see “Avengers: 
Age Of Ultron”, or 
“Captain America 
3”, then its high-
ly recommended 
that you stay and 
watch the credits 
roll.  There are two 
scenes, one in the 
middle of the cred-
its pertaining to 
the next Avengers 

film, and one at the 
very end of the credits 

that connects slightly to 
the next Captain Ameri-
ca.  Do yourself a favor, 
and go see one of the 
greatest films that has 
been released in the 
Marvel universe.    

 Perhaps the number one movie of the 
year, Captain America: The Win-

ter Soldier is a quality film that deserves 
four stars.  It is thrilling, action packed, 
and some critics are saying it is “better 
than The Avengers.”  Captain America 2 
is full of surprises and plot twists, con-
stantly keeping you at the edge of your 
seat.  Going to see this movie is the most 
fun you will have at the movies this year.
 Picking up after the events of The 
Avengers, Captain Steve Rogers is placed 
into this new world, and what seems like 
a new world order.  He knows nothing else 
than being a soldier. Rogers is at service to 
his country, and is trying to find his footing in 
a different type of war. The film opens with Cap 
making a connection with a fellow soldier as they 
run laps around the mall in front of the Washington 
Monument. This seemingly small connection expands 
throughout the film because it provides Captain Rog-
ers with a connection to the era; war is eternal and 
the two can relate even across the decades.  Roger’s 
running mate’s name is Sam Wilson, who ends up 
fighting alongside him as Falcon.
 The dialogue in this movie is great.  A 
lot of the one-liners are pretty cliché, but the 
dialogue really brings out the emotion in the 
plot.  Samuel L. Jackson plays Nick Fury 
in this movie, and I must say, he puts the 
most emotion into this movie with the 
lines he was given.  The most impor-
tant thing he said was “Don’t trust 
anyone.” This simple line will be 
sprinting through your mind as 
the movie goes on, because 
betrayal is a big factor in 
this film.  Sometimes you 
might even have trouble 
figuring out who the real 
bad guy is.  To tell the 
good guys from the 
bad, Captain Ameri-
ca will point out, “If 
they’re shooting at 
you, they’re bad.”
 The Win-
ter Soldier 
proves to be a 
very interesting 
character as 
the film rolls 
on.  He por-
trays a “ghost-

Cap  i s  Back
BY: ANDREW BRUNETTE
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